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ABSTRACT
The paper’s focus point on understanding of software system with its development on the concept of software architecture styles in the field of medical domain. In order to fasten the software maturity process for patients’ recovery and ease the diagnosis even in the lack of the connoisseur hands, an artifact in the form of algorithms which predict the software architecture styles. The proposed algorithms will classify the patients’ into different classes that are sound and appropriate for the respective architectural styles. The paper contains three categories of architecture styles namely (i) Communication architecture style (Pipe and filter architecture style) (ii) layered architecture style (iii) Separated Presentation architecture style (Model View Controller). Further the proposed algorithm is tested on the liver data set.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As all know that over the last 200 years there was major development as well as advancement in medicine and diagnosis maturity levels techniques, but the identification of disease’s signs became more and more the doctors’ domain. The health care professional focus on signs as well as symptoms and evidence, it is vital too, for the software development process to do so. The purpose is to artifacts the importance of the software architecture in the era of health care due to the following major properties.

1) Simpler the software architecture, resultant in implementation.
2) Improved reusability with the affect of software architecture style.
3) Adaptability and robustness.
4) Above all results in cost savings with the appropriate architectural style selection.[1]

The Software architecture denotes the high level structure of a software system. Software architecture facilitates communication between stakeholders, captures early decisions about the high level design and allows reuse of design components between processes [2]. The problem is how one can understand software system and their developments because (i) there is a big gap in software and traditionally engineered system (ii) differences between the content of architecture views in the respective disciplines and (iii) how these views are used in the development processes in medical era. Software maturity level is associated with appropriate architecture style. Due to limitation of engineering approach like different types of quality factors we will focus on software architecture style merely. For the medical domain problem, software architecture is being widely used to develop a suitable high level designing for large software system.

Software Architecture or Architecture is the structure of the components of a program or system, their interrelationships and the principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time. [3]

The software architecture of a program or computer system is structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the relationships among them. [4, 24]

The importance of software architecture arose at very first step during system development especially in medical domain as they virtually affect every later stages of the maturity process which will direct or indirect impact the mortality rate of the patient at the end. Thus, good software architecture can reduce the risk with building a technical solution and make the system realization and testing more observable as well as achieve higher quality attributes. [5]

Software architecture presents a common abstraction of a medical decision system. The user can use this abstraction as a milestone for perceptive, decision orientation, communication and healthcare with following benefits

• A clear vision and roadmap for the team to follow, regardless of whether that vision is owned by a single person or collectively by the whole team.
• Technical leadership and better coordination.
• A stimulus to talk to people in order to answer questions relating to significant decisions, non-functional requirements, constraints and other cross-cutting concerns.
• A framework for identifying and mitigating risk.
• Consistency of approach and standards, leading to a well structured codebases.
• A set of firm foundations for the rest of the project.
• A structure with which to communicate the solution at different levels of abstraction to different Patients’. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]

Currently, to sustain the fitness of human is one of the major research areas and, software can play vital role in medical domain. The software brings a revolution in medical area. It imposes the improvement in software maturity, which not only save the life of human but also increases the life span. The software architecture styles plays vital role to identify the severity level of patients’ which will fasten the identification process of major signs with verification and validation and hence, significant improvement in patients’ health.

Medical domain compile with various nature of active components. A few of them are Patient, Doctors, supporting staff, Experts/Specialist, medical equipments and devices, appropriate software. Studies proved that no components are up to date and up to the mark. Some of them are having lack in on one side so then the other side. This paper mechanism the
association of software architecture styles in the medical era. It expounds several serious issues that have been identified which result in the enhancement of medical processes based on signs and symptoms occurred with the error rate. [6, 8]

Software architecture constitutes a relatively small, intellectually graspable medical model for how a system is structured and how its elements work together that is transferable across system. [9]

The research in medical domain always requires more concentration due to betterment of patients’ curability of diseases in comparison of cost and efforts to identify the severity level of patients. [6]

The following sub sections demonstrate the use of three architecture styles which are associated with medical era and later tested on liver data set.

2.1 Layered Architecture Style

The layered architecture style is most suitable when domain is huge and complex. In layered architecture style the application is decomposes at different layers i.e. multilayer, which is encapsulated with roles and responsibilities. The decomposition of layers is in hierarchical manner and each layer is strongly coupled to other layers through well defined interfaces. The role of layer means the nature, function, mode and type of interaction with others. The responsibilities mean how functions are mapped with others. The major properties are (i) high level of cohesion, (ii) Loose coupling and (iii) reusability [22].

The layer architecture style of medical domain contains the four layers as in figure No.2 with their roles and responsibilities. The first layer is physical resource layer which reserves the data of patients’ i.e signs of patients’ diseases based on the initial symptoms. The second layer is data preprocessor which is responsible for choosing the correct signs and symptoms of patients with the help of data selection process with preprocessing of data. The most significant layer is third layer the medication layer which does diagnosis based on the signs and symptoms of patients’ with the help of medical test if required or apply the medication constraints. The last layer is session layer which provides the interaction between medication and patients/external systems. The assessment process is to report with decisions and if require then make available the facilities of experts/specialists. The design of this architecture provides the abstraction of multiple layers that can increases the level of abstraction and can check the performance and test the validity / output of each layer. This style is well suited in the case when patients are clearly elucidate all the symptoms of diseases and these should be matched with the signs of the diseases, if, signs are moderately matched then this style is not well suited and conditions need major support to the external systems. The external systems augment results in additional cost and efforts.

2.2 Separated Presentation Architectural Style (Model View Controller)

The foremost advantage of the decomposition technique is to evidently separate the components and their functions in user interface, data storage and processing logic. [23]

The figure No.3 demonstrates the separated presentation architecture styles use MVC style which specifies the three separate entities; model, view and controller. This architecture style when used for medical domain, consider two views i.e. doctor and patient view. The model stores the medical history of patients at different instances of time. In medical architecture of MVC the controller is regulator. The controller specifies that the medical events are performed either by doctors, supporting staff, technical staff etc. with the help of medical equipments or devices and laboratory tests.

The model contains the history of signs of diseases according to symptoms of patients. It encapsulates the objects according to medication with proper medical constraints. The doctor’s view focused on the patients’ health condition after medication and counsel to patient while the patient’s view center of attention is on growth in fitness and health check. The regulator controller supervises the patients’ growth on the basis of patients’ current condition. It selects the strategic patterns of medication according to the signs emerge. It also notes down the behavior/health of patient during diagnosis and store this information in encapsulated form into model. Due to its basic

---

**Fig 1 Process Modeling Approach**

1. Arrival/First Assessment of Patient
2. Planning the care
3. Treatment & Evaluation
4. Discharge/ Referral / Followup

2. ARCHITECTURAL STYLES

An architectural style is a coarse-grained pattern that provides an abstract structure for a family of systems. It improves partitioning and promotes design reuse by providing solutions to frequently recurring problems and help in the design, analysis, implementation, and evolution of architectures. [22]

The main purpose of a style is to; firstly, documentation of the design and implicitly presents alternatives of the design. Secondly, applying a style means reusing a specification, or a specification template, and lastly, under certain circumstances, not only the specification may be reused, but also the results of an analysis of the style [Monroe et al. 1997].

It is a template for an architectural unit, and may contain all the elements that an architectural unit may contain. In particular, it contains (1) architectural units, or partial specifications, templates or constraints for them (2) behavioral constraints (3) partial specifications of the static and dynamic structure of these architectural units and glue. Finally, (4) a style contains an account of its rationale and usage conditions. All of these aspects are stored in appropriate views of the style.

Architectural styles are the composition patterns and constraints on architectural elements and their interrelationships targeted at families of systems with shared characteristics [Abd-Allah 1996, Fielding 2000].

There are many architectural styles currently in use, including batch sequential, blackboard, client-server, and data flow, event-based, layered, model-view-controller, objects, peer-to-peer, pipe-and-filter, and publish-subscribe as well as their many variants.

Styles primarily focus on the following:

- External structure of the allowed architectural elements in the style;
- Types of supported interactions (i.e. software connectors), and their allowed specializations;
- Topological constraints placed on configurations of architectural elements. [22]
3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 1: For choosing Architecture style

This algorithm is the bases for choosing appropriate architecture style. The significance of notations is explained in algorithm.

The paper accentuate on three different architecture styles namely; layered architecture style, Separated Presentation Architectural Style (model view controller) and Communication architecture style (Pipe and filter architecture style).

Step 1: Construct a signs and symptoms set $\Delta_0$ over $U$ 
Where $U$: universal set, $\Delta_0$: Set of Signs and Symptoms
Step 2: Assign appropriate weights to sign with respect to normal range of sign.
Step 3: Find the aggregate set $\Delta_+^*$ of $\Delta x$ by the following definition

$$\mu_\Delta(x) = \frac{1}{|\mathcal{P}|} \sum_{q \in \mathcal{P}} \mu_q(S) \mu_{\mathcal{F}_q}(S)(U)$$

Where $\frac{1}{|\mathcal{P}|}$ = Cardinality of $p$ or $S$ and $\mu_q(S)$ is set of $q^{th}$ sign and $\mu_{\mathcal{F}_q}(S)(U)$ is the set of parameters in the patient’s sign in the universal set.

Step 4: Find the largest aggregate value $S \in \Delta_+^*$ (U) from step 3.

Step 5: Perform the analysis of step 3

5.1 If $|S| = 1$ set having only one test sign as max aggregated weight values then apply communication (pipe and Filter) architecture style. (As per algorithm no. 2)

5.2 If $|S| > 1$ and $|\Delta_0| - |S| < e$, Threshold error then apply layered architecture style (As per algorithm no. 3)

5.3 If $|S| > 1$ AND $|S| \rightarrow |S| \times |U|$ then apply Separate Presentation architecture style (model view controller) (As per algorithm no. 4)

5.4 If $|S| = 1$ and $|S| \rightarrow |S| \times |U|$ then apply communication (pipe and Filter) architecture style.

Algorithm 2: Layered Architectural Style Algorithm

Step1: Repeat the step 2 to 6, till the signs value are normalizes .
Step2: Extract the datafrom the physical resource layer by means of the data access components at data preprocess layer with the proper data selection through data selection component and if required do the data preprocessing through the data preprocessor components.

Step3: Repeat step No. 2 whenever data access component gets indication from physical resource layer.

Step4: The resultant of data preprocess layer is analysed with medication constraints and medical test through analysis of sign and symptoms component, Medication constraints components and medical test components respectively, which will inclined to normalized sign values.

Step5: From medication layer the resultant are transfer to session layer where reports and recommendation interface get activated. If report and recommendation compels (signs values are not as per the medication output) than take the external recommendation and go to step 4 for the medication process.

Step6: As the patient is well aware, hence the interaction of patient must be with each layer.
Algorithm 3: Separated Presentation Architectural Style Algorithm

Step 1: Prepare the database on the symptoms (data) provided by the patients.
Step 2: Regulator (may be devices also) supervise the patient with the appropriate selection of the patterns which is previously evaluated by algorithm no. 1.
Step 3: Monitor the model behavior and results are conveyed to both patients as well as experts (Patients' feedback is must in this style to get more information)
Step 4: Center of attention is the models actions (in terms of the sign values normalization) and models encapsulate the information with signs and constraints of the diseases object.
Step 5: Repeat step No. 1 to 4 till the signs values comes into normal range or no more information provided by the patients.

Algorithm 4: Pipe and Filter Algorithm

Step 1: After hit upon the major sign the expert start the assessment in the form of filtration and repeat step 2 - 5 till the sign value comes within range with + / - threshold value.
Step 2: Partitioning the patient on the basis of sign and symptoms, attending the older of medication.
Step 3: Communication is required to coordinate the stages considering communication structures and procedures to define the pipe components as sign of the disease.
Step 4: The pipe and filter structure defined in the steps 2 & 3, should be evaluated with respect to the symptoms and the physical circumstances of the patient and its cost with respect to health initially.
Step 5: Each sign or symptoms with current circumstances are assigned to a medication attempting to maximize the patients' health condition with minimizing the after effect and cost on the patient health situation. Hence we can say that optimizing the patient state.

4. A CASE STUDY (Experimental work) The experimental work is carried out on liver dataset which contains 583 patients from government hospital with parameters are Total Bilirubin, Direct Bilirubin, Alkphos Alkaline Phosphotase, Sgpt Alamine Aminotransferase, Sgot Aspartate Aminotransferase, Total Proteins, ALB Albumin, A/G Ratio Albumin and Globulin Ratio. Their normal range of values is as follows: 5.1 – 17, 1.7 – 5.1, 44 – 147, <=45, 14 – 20, 6 - 8.3, 3.5 – 5 and 1 - 2.5 respective.

The proposed algorithm results in four different scenarios as (i) patients well aware to (ii) either partially aware or ignorant (iii) medically well aware and (iv) aware but affected with other signs. As per the figure no.5 the selections of the architecture style based on the above scenario are as follows [conditions 1-4].

The layer architecture is more suited for the scenario no. 4 which can be easily verified and demonstrated in graph no.4. The graph No. 4 (layered) illustrates that the patient p106 (consider the serve patient as per proposed algorithm 1 - step 4) under goes 9 sessions for the normalized sign values. Here 0 indicates the normal range (normalized values) of the signs. Gradually the values are processed layer wise to inclined on the way of the normal range.
4. ANALYSIS

For Scenario no.2 MVC is more suited which can be verified in the graph no.5. In this style the database is prepared as per the patients’ feedback in every session and transformation of the signs with the influence of other signs due to the encapsulation and constraints. After 10 sessions patients attain the normalized values.

For Scenario no.1 and 3 Pipe and filter is more suited which can be verified in the graph no.6.

In this style the values of the signs are filtered in every session. As per the graph no. 6 the sign values are filtered with the integration of medication based on symptoms. As there is no feedback process, the filtration process was based on medical tested. After 10 sessions patients attains the normalized values.

If the appropriate architecture style were incorrectly selected, it results in wrong medication thus elongate the recovery process and at times may cause danger to the life also. The fact is well demonstrates in the graph no. 7 where one has to apply the MVC, but pipe and filter is preferred and the result is self explanatory, i.e., the sign values are in decline position but as no feedback is in pipe and filter the filtration process hold on with wrong medication which will not only increase the duration of
the recovery process as well as risk to the life also with after affect of wrong medication.

5. CONCLUSION

The paper well describes the meta-model of medical software with the help of Software architecture styles. This model represents the basis for the software development in order to fasten the diagnosis as well as the treatment process even in the absence of the experts’ hand. The outcomes of the proposed model conclude the importance to classify the patients’ by weights assignments based on the signs and the symptoms. It also spotlights on the selection of software architecture styles that are useful in different classes of patients with level of the patient’s severity. Thus, this concludes that if single disease sign with single priority sign use the pipe and filter architecture styles, if single disease sign with multiple priority signs layers architecture styles is to be used, if multi disease sign with multi priority sign use the model view controller architecture styles and with the multiple disease sign and single sign the use of pipe and filter architecture styles is beneficial. These recommendations are tested on the liver data sets. The model focused to fasten the recovery process but with the limitation of cost effectiveness calculations.
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Fig 2 Layer Architecture of medical domain

Fig 3 Model View Controller Architecture of medical domain
Pipe and Filter Architectural style

- Physical Resource Filter
- Data Preprocessor Filter
- Treatment Filter
- Presentation Filter

Fig 4 Pipe and Filter Architecture of medical domain

Software Architecture Style Selection

- Patients' (well aware) information one time \(|S| = |S| \rightarrow |S| \times \{0\} \)
- Patients' (not aware) information more than one time \(|S| > |S| \land \{S\} \rightarrow \{S\} \times \{0\} \)

- Pipe and Filter
- MVC
- Layered

Fig 5 Software Architecture Style Selection Process